Descriptive Cataloging Using RDA
Exercise 2 – Describing Carriers (LC Core) -- Answers

Resource A

Montgomery County
an illustrated history

Carroll Swanson
Donna Hallquist
Denise Anderson
Ann Peterson

Red Oak -- Montgomery County Historical Society
Des Moines -- Iowa Historical Society
2010

Title page verso information: © 2010, 2011 printing

Other information: last numbered page = 212; includes photographs and other illustrations; includes bibliography on pages 201-204 and index on pages 205-212; height = 22½ cm

= = = = = = = = = = =

_____ 300 $a 212 p. ; $c 23 cm

comment: spell out “pages”

LC 300 $a 212 pages ; $c 23 cm

= = = = = = = = = = =

LC 337 $a unmediated $2 rdamedia

_____ 337 $a book $2 rdamedia

comment: use the correct closed-vocabulary term for media type

_____ 337 $a volume $2 rdamedia

comment: use the correct term for media type, not carrier type

= = = = = = = = = = =

_____ 338 $a book $2 rdacarrier

comment: use the correct closed-vocabulary term for carrier type

LC 338 $a volume $2 rdacarrier

_____ 338 $a monograph $2 rdacarrier

comment: use the correct closed-vocabulary term for carrier type
Resource B

NUTRITION AND DIABETES

by Dr. Logan Ramsey, Johns Hopkins University Hospital
and Linda Smits, Ph.D, University of Wisconsin

research assistance by Philip Gordon, Georgetown University
Second Edition

Johns Hopkins University Press

Title page verso information:  Distributed by RN, Incorporated (Falls Church, Virginia)
Copyright 2011

Other information:  last numbered page = 323; includes charts, graphs, and other illustrations; a CD-ROM containing tables of statistics in pocket of back cover; height = 25 cm

= = = = = = = = = =

_____ 300 $a 323 p. ; $c 25 cm

comment: spell out “pages”

LC 300 $a 323 pages ; $c 25 cm {also a 500 field about CD-ROM}
LC 300 $a 323 pages ; $c 25 cm + $e 1 CD-ROM
LC two 300 fields: 300 $a 323 pages ; $c 25 cm
300 $a 1 CD-ROM ; $c 4¾ in.

= = = = = = = = = =

LC 337 $a unmediated $2 rdamedia

_____ 337 $a computer $2 rdamedia

comment: acceptable, provided a field for the predominant media is also present

LC two 337 fields: 337 $a unmediated $2 rdamedia
337 $a computer $2 rdamedia

= = = = = = = = = =

_____ 338 $a book $2 rdacarrier

comment: replace “book” with “volume”

LC 338 $a volume $2 rdacarrier

_____ 338 $a volume $a computer disc $2 rdacarrier

comment: record separate 338 fields, rather than multiple $a subfields in one field

LC two 338 fields: 338 $3 book $a volume $2 rdacarrier
338 $3 CD-ROM $a computer disc $2 rdacarrier
subfield $3 optional